IMPROVING HEALTH BY EDUCATING RESIDENTS
ON HOME HEALTH CONNECTIONS
Healthy Havenscourt Collaborative, Oakland, CA

POWERED BY

BOLD

Pilot the Healthy
Housing Champions
program to move policy
and systems change
efforts by empowering
residents to focus on
housing conditions
and connect them to
community resources

UPSTREAM

Advocate for healthy
housing policies to
mitigate substandard
housing conditions, poor
air quality, and stressors
that lead to asthma and
health disparities

INTEGRATED

Deepen partnerships among
community development
corporation, community health
center, public health partners,
and health care institutions to
better understand residents’
Social Determinants of Health
needs and connect them to
the right resources

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH

LOCAL

Strengthen Healthy
Housing Champions’
capacity to design and
implement healthrelated actions and
advocate around key
policy opportunities

DATA-DRIVEN

Use data from hospital
visits, asthma home
visits, code enforcement
complaints, and nonclinical indicators to
frame policy messages

COMMUNITY IMPACT

5 Healthy Housing
Champions increased
leadership capacity
around healthy
housing and policy
advocacy

961 touchpoints
with residents by
Healthy Housing
Champions

9 presentations by
Healthy Housing
Champions
advocating
for language
accessibility

INTRODUCTION
Melissa Rodriguez is acutely aware of the
connection between home and health.
According to an investigation by FOX KTVU,
despite paying $2,000 per month for a
three-bedroom, one-bathroom home in East
Oakland, she and her family face rats, mold,
safety hazards, missing smoke detectors,
improper or backwards door locks, loosely
stacked bricks for stairs, and faulty
electrical work. These problems aren’t just
inconvenient; they represent real health
hazards. Rodriguez’s son has been diagnosed
with lead poisoning. Unfortunately, the

Everyone in this [Rodriguez]
family is sick because of the
house. They shouldn’t have to live
like this just because they can’t
afford to pay more rent. It’s just
not healthy.—Nurse Diep Tran3
Rodriguez family isn’t alone, as various
investigations have uncovered numerous
cases just like theirs. An article in The
Oaklandside shared that for the past
seven years, Hilda Ramos has lived in an
apartment in Oakland with her husband,
elderly father, and two young sons.
The apartment has numerous problems,
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including black mold, which is commonly
associated with water-damaged buildings,
and deteriorating paint. Ramos said both of
her children have trouble breathing because
of the mold, and one was prescribed an
inhaler.1 Sara Kassabian reported for The
Oaklandside, “County health workers and
housing specialists we interviewed said
mold and pest infestations are common
problems they see when visiting the homes
of asthmatic children living in Oakland.
Scientists have linked exposure to mold, as
well as to cockroaches, rodents, and other
pest infestations, with asthma.”2
Tenants like Melissa Rodriguez are often
afraid to complain, fearing retaliation by
their landlords. As Sara Kassabian noted,
“Fear of displacement and retaliatory rental
increases means many tenants are hesitant
to complain to landlords or authorities
about potential health hazards in their
homes.” The investigation also found that
Rodriguez’s landlord had been notified
of the issues, but had failed to visit the
property himself, claiming that he was
sending someone for maintenance. As KTVU
reported, recent government-funded studies
show that low-income renters become
trapped in the only housing they can afford
and without coordination, problematic
property owners slip through the cracks.

https://oaklandside.org/2021/08/27/children-oakland-asthma-air-quality-mold-pests-code-enforcement-healthy-homes-tenants/
https://oaklandside.org/2021/08/27/children-oakland-asthma-air-quality-mold-pests-code-enforcement-healthy-homes-tenants/
https://www.ktvu.com/news/oakland-landlord-rents-deplorable-properties-for-decades
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Larry Brooks, Director of Alameda Healthy
Homes Department, shared that the city
lacks resources to follow up on housing
codes. Specifically, the City of Oakland lacks
a proactive rental inspection program and
state-certified code enforcement officers.

We really need to be more
proactive in order to prevent
those situations, [code violations
leading to asthma and other
preventable conditions] from
occurring so that the burden isn’t
on the tenants.—Larry Brooks,
Alameda County Healthy Homes
Department

BACKGROUND
Oakland, located directly east across the
bay from San Francisco, is made up of six
main areas, each with significantly different
demographics and conditions. Overall,
Oakland has had significant racial and
ethnic diversity for decades. The city has
enjoyed periods of growth in the early and
middle parts of the 20th century due to its
proximity to ports and the economic boom
in the broader San Francisco Bay Area.

Despite this prosperity, economic inequality
was also a major issue, with Black and
Latinx Americans bearing the brunt of
lack of opportunities for upward mobility.
Starting in the 1930s, systemic racism in
the form of redlining meant it was easier
for white families to become homeowners,
while non-white families remained in rental
properties. As noted in an article in The
Oaklandside, “Even today, rental properties
are more likely to be in disrepair than
owner-occupied homes, meaning tenants
are more likely than homeowners to be
exposed to health problems4 like asthma
that are tied to poor housing conditions.”5

It seems like the landlords
are taking advantage of
undocumented immigrants.
There’s a lot of code violations
of [housing] components not
working, like heat.—Soni Johnson,
Alameda County Healthy
Homes Department
This inequality in homeownership was further
exacerbated by intense gentrification that
has been taking place since the early 2000s.6
One of the biggest issues facing Oakland
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residents is soaring housing prices. In fact, as
Alameda County Healthy Homes Department
Community Development Specialist Soni
Johnson shared, “The issue with redlining—
where they already built the racial enclaves—
is now we’re having gentrification happening
in these enclaves where they had restricted
minorities to live in, that are now desirable
neighborhoods where tenants are being
forced out of their housing because landlords
want to sell for millions of dollars.”7
East Oakland also has a larger population of
lower-income, primarily Black and Latinx
families, and lacks amenities, which makes
it significantly different from West and
North Oakland. Recently, demographics have
started changing, and the Black community
has been increasingly displaced, decreasing
as the Latinx community is increasing.
In Havenscourt, which is situated within
East Oakland, many low-income immigrant
families find their wages are not rising
at the same levels as their rents. During
the pandemic, these conditions have
worsened, with increased unemployment
rates as well. Havenscourt is a largely
residential neighborhood, with roots going
back to the early 20th century. In 1912,
a large 170-acre field was laid out with

houses and soon became a middle-class
suburb, with a thriving community for
many people of color. As documented
by East Bay Asian Local Development
Corporation (EBALDC), “Today, we see the
results of changing economies and major
infrastructure projects that have fueled
decades of disinvestment and transformed
Havenscourt into an area with scarce
resources.” To mitigate this, Havenscourt
has two large multiplex affordable housing
complexes with 570 affordable housing units
and public housing nearby. While this helps,
there are also economic power dynamics at
play in the neighborhood. Just across one
of the main thoroughfares, International
Boulevard, there are single family homes.

When Soni Johnson is inspecting a
home in Oakland, she can expect
to see a few things: The home
or apartment is often older and
crowded, sometimes with multiple
families living together under
one roof, and the conditions are
substandard, with mold, pest
infestations, and peeling paint.
—Sara Kassabian writing for The
Oaklandside8

https://www.changelabsolutions.org/sites/default/files/Proactive-Rental-Inspection-Programs_Guide_FINAL_20140204.pdf
https://oaklandside.org/2021/08/27/children-oakland-asthma-air-quality-mold-pests-code-enforcement-healthy-homes-tenants/
https://ncrc.org/gentrification20/
https://oaklandside.org/2021/08/27/children-oakland-asthma-air-quality mold-pests-code-enforcement-healthy-homes-tenants/
https://oaklandside.org/2021/08/27/children-oakland-asthma-air-quality-mold-pests-code-enforcement-healthy-homes-tenants/
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Residents of Havenscourt face more than
economic inequalities. Public data also
indicates that Havenscourt has higher
asthma ER-visit rates compared to Oakland
and Alameda. In addition, Black residents
visit the ER for asthma much more often
than other groups in the neighborhood.
Despite housing conditions not being up
to par, tenants face a lot of barriers to
raising complaints. Often, they are not
native English speakers and are concerned
by the power dynamics of the situation.
Frequently, tenants don’t know their
rights. With housing prices and demand
increasing, Oakland also doesn’t have
a strong incentive to implement policy
changes that are tenant-friendly. Moreover,
housing scarcity and old housing stock
mean that many residents feel forced to
live in conditions that are not up to code,
with issues such as rat infestation, mold,
poor ventilation, and lead paint.

We also hear of multiple families
living in one home. And as a result,
tenants are scared to complain
for fear they are in violation of
housing codes.—Anita Kumar,
East Bay Asian Local Development
Corporation
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ADVANCING HEALTH EQUITY: The collaborative will promote health equity
by centering community voices to advocate for healthy housing policies to
reduce environmental asthma triggers with a focus on residents (including
communities of color, immigrants, and undocumented residents) who are
especially vulnerable to the negative health impacts of housing instability.

APPROACH
The Healthy Havenscourt Collaborative
(HHC) was looking to improve the social,
economic, and environmental factors—such
as education, workforce development,
housing, local business development,
community leadership, and stress—that
would lead to better long-term health
outcomes for residents.9 This mission fit
seamlessly with the broader principles
of the BUILD Health Challenge® (BUILD).
When BUILD awarded funds to HHC, it
provided critical seed funding to bring the
various partners together across multiple
sectors: community development, public
health, and health care. This allowed for
a different kind of partnership—working
across systems, and strategically aligning
around the critical connection between
housing and health. As a neighborhood
facing a high prevalence of asthma as well,
housing conditions are a high priority for
managing upstream health conditions.

https://ebaldc.org/what-we-do/neighborhood-collaborations/the-healthy-havenscourt-collaborative/
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EBALDC supports the collaborative in
improving health outcomes for residents
of Havenscourt by focusing on the most
pressing housing issues they face. As the
collaborative convener, EBALDC is not
on the ground implementing, but rather
providing a structure and process for
partners to come together and implement
collaborative actions, such as the BUILD
initiative. Partners such as La Clínica de
la Raza and Regional Asthma Management
& Prevention (RAMP) take a two-pronged
approach to the housing challenges.
Some partners work directly to empower
and educate residents, while others,
such as Alameda County Healthy Homes
Department, use data and influence at
the policy level to advocate for systemic
changes.
At the ground level, La Clínica, a
federally-qualified community health
clinic, follows the Community Action
Model (CAM Framework) and is dedicated
to developing the leadership capacity of

a team of Healthy Housing Champions.
The champions receive training in healthy
housing policy, and also educate residents
on why housing is important to health.
Subsequently, the champions educate
residents on their rights (including the
emergency eviction moratorium during
the pandemic), help build trust in home
inspections, and provide language and
consultation on how to raise complaints.
Residents initially felt hesitant to let
others into their homes to conduct
inspections, fearing harmful consequences.
After champions were able to build trust,
residents more freely allowed inspections
to take place. As true community leaders,
they also build strong relationships that
lead them to discover other issues.
Residents face many health-related
challenges aside from housing, such as a
lack of high-quality, local child care.

The BUILD team learned to be
flexible and adaptive as we
started to work with the resident
champions. They are confronted
with multiple stressors and
these have to be taken into
consideration to effectively
shift power into the hands of the
community.—Anita Kumar, East Bay
Asian Local Development Corporation

On the policy side, RAMP and the Alameda
County Public Health Department work
to influence policymakers and provide
technical assistance to the Healthy Housing
Champions. The primary housing policy
goals are related to implementing a
proactive rental inspection, which would
force the city to make sure on a regular
basis that housing is up to code.

PANDEMIC IMPACTS
While overall the pandemic impacted
everyone’s ability to work, its impact
was particularly deep at the heart of
this project. Many of the shifts Oakland
experienced due to COVID-19 were related
to housing. In Havenscourt, residents faced
additional pressure to pay rent as wages
diminished, often unaware that safeguards
like an eviction moratorium were in place.
In many ways, COVID-19 exacerbated the
existing power dynamics; with isolation
and quarantine, situations became more
extreme. Many residents in Havenscourt
are essential workers and couldn’t maintain
isolation or quarantine, while others had to
remain at home in substandard conditions.
With the pressures of the pandemic, the
link between house and health became
more prominent. The home which keeps you
safe from COVID-19 may be the same space
which is contributing to your long-term
chronic health issues. As Silvia Guzman,

a Healthy Housing Champion, noted, “We
started thinking about asthma but we
couldn’t talk about that because people
were at risk of losing their homes, which
is more pressing. We started with pressing
needs and the urgency of the pandemic.”
As links between home and health became
clearer, the Social Determinants of Health
(SDOH) became more top of mind for
everyone. Residents realized that health
isn’t about “health access” but much
more about the conditions that determine
health. As a result, HHC doesn’t have to
make the case for connection to upstream
determinants of health. They can now focus
on advocating for investments to strengthen
the neighborhood conditions so that we all
can thrive.

While the pandemic shifted shortterm focus toward keeping
tenants housed through rent
relief and eviction protection
policies, months of sheltering in
place helped make the connection
between substandard housing
conditions and health abundantly
clear and emphasized the need
for policy change.—Brandon
Kitagawa, Regional Asthma
Management & Prevention
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Anita Kumar also shared that community
building can be difficult without the inperson component. She mentioned, “COVID
hit right when the BUILD project was
getting ready to launch in March 2020. As
the backbone convener and facilitator for
the BUILD initiative, this was a challenge
because the asthma workgroup partners
have not met in person for the majority of
the BUILD initiative. In EBALDC’s experience
serving as a backbone convener, we have
found convening partners on a regular basis
and in person is important for partners to
build a sense of group identity and rapport.
Moving to a virtual platform has been
challenging to accomplish this goal.”

Doing one-on-one in person—
you get more involved with the
community. It’s not the same thing
virtually—we’re still missing those
people who don’t have access
to internet/phone. Hope we can
start reaching those people.
We’re missing that connection
that you have in person with the
community.—Victoria Rodriguez,
Healthy Housing Champion
COVID-19 hasn’t just impacted the project
and community workers. It’s also had a
big impact on the priorities of the city.
Fortunately, amid the city’s COVID response
and recovery priorities, Oakland received
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$5 million from Alameda County’s lead
settlement case in March of 2022. Recently,
the City of Oakland lead case negotiations
team has discussed plans to use their
portion of the lead paint settlement dollars
to pilot a neighborhood specific Proactive
Rental Inspection (PRI) program. The plan
would include an emphasis on racial equity,
and HHC will leverage this opportunity for
the Healthy Housing Champions to launch
advocacy actions.

POWER DYNAMICS – IMPORTANCE
OF HEALTH CHAMPIONS
In Havenscourt, power dynamics have
become intrinsic to the neighborhood.
Immigrants who don’t know their rights
and speak English as a second language
feel at a loss to advocate for themselves.
Policy changes and rent increases seem to
happen in decisions made far away from the
community. For example, over the past five
years, Havenscourt resident and Healthy
Housing Champion Victoria Rodriguez has
seen her rent increase multiple times.
As an immigrant and relatively new resident
of Oakland, she silently accepted these
difficult challenges. On one occasion, her
landlord told Rodriguez that she had just
three months to vacate, and intimidated
her, saying it was the law. When she learned
about her rights as a tenant, she told the
landlord that Oakland’s rent control meant
he could not do so—and he lowered the rent.
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Throughout these two years
during the pandemic, the Healthy
Housing Champions realized
the importance of their role as
community leaders to advocate
for housing policies that are
sustainable and offer long-term
solutions to the community.
—Claudia Briones, La Clinica de
la Raza
By utilizing Health Champions, the Healthy
Havenscourt model has helped bridge
this power gap by working collaboratively
with partners from public health, policy,
community development, and resident
leadership. Healthy Housing Champions
are able to not just advocate for residents,
but empower residents to advocate for
themselves. As Silvia Guzman, another
Healthy Housing Champion, pointed out,
“Because we have connections with
community, we can identify gaps. We noticed
that all outreach was limited to very
designated spaces. We were able to start
doing outreach in Spanish, and people who
needed to be heard ended up getting heard.”
Part of their ability to engage and empower
comes from education. The Healthy Housing
Champions attended workshops to learn
about tenant rights, where they received
up-to-date information about Oakland’s
regulations related to rent control, security

deposits, evictions, and housing-related
resources. After the training, the champions
decided to create a tenant rights resource
pamphlet with information about these
issues, given the high levels of fear and
anxiety in the community around eviction
or potential retaliation from landlords if
they speak up about their property’s poor
conditions. The Healthy Housing Champions
distributed the resource pamphlet at a local
flea market, reaching at least 85 people.

The Healthy Housing Champions
were already experts on
how housing impacts health.
Connecting their lived experience
to the policies that allow these
challenges to persist helped
them shift from wanting to find
solutions on a case-by-case
basis to taking action to address
underlying systemic issues.
—Brandon Kitagawa, Regional
Asthma Management & Prevention
They also participated in a second training
on Oakland’s redistricting process, where
they learned how to include the community
in the process of redrawing the City
Council district lines. Victoria Rodriguez
shared the importance of the education
she received, and also that her landlord

himself didn’t fully understand the laws
in Oakland. As a resident of a different
state, he wasn’t aware of tenant rights or
rent control.
The project has stayed true to the BUILD
model; it’s bold to anchor resident
leadership and support resident leadership
capacity building so that it’s core to the
whole initiative. Ultimately, the work
builds on assets in the community, while
providing access to existing resources in
their own neighborhood.
While the Healthy Housing Champions have
been integral in community education
and leadership building, they have also
built their own capacity in leadership and
advocacy. The HHC partners understood
many of the stresses and challenges that
the Havenscourt community faces, and
held space through meetings for reflection
and healing. Creating that space has been
critical for establishing a foundation of
trust between the champions and the
HHC asthma partners. The HHC partners

made sure to first check in with the
Healthy Housing Champions to identify
which issues are of most concern to them.
The collaborative submitted a proposal
that centered these issues, while also
building on their healthy housing
advocacy work.

The Healthy Housing Champions
have shared several times how
much they have learned over the
past two years regarding the
policy process and the critical
role they can play in
transforming their community.
They have learned the critical
role housing plays in health—
their own health and their
families’—as well as their
community.—Anita Kumar,
East Bay Asian Local
Development Corporation
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implementation has had its challenges.
The team at La Clínica continues to struggle
with patients having the time to enroll in
FINDconnect. Patients are usually visiting the
doctor during a break at work, or want to
quickly see the doctor and leave.

DATA DRIVEN – HOSPITAL
CONNECTION
The Healthy Housing Collaborative has
partnered with Benioff Children’s Hospital
Oakland (BCHO) to pilot FINDconnect in the
community. FINDconnect is a virtual data tool
for social determinants of health that can
be used by Community Health Champions.
Prior to BUILD, BCHO was implementing
FINDconnect in their clinic in a different part
of the city. Through BUILD, the collaborative
has had the opportunity to implement the
tool in two neighborhood pediatric clinics.
As Anita Kumar notes, “The providers are
seeing the critical role champions can
play in strengthening the patient-provider
relationship, and therefore, introducing
10

Implementation of the
FINDconnect platform at La
Clínica’s pediatric clinics created
a structural change within the
agency to be able to integrate the
Healthy Housing Champions and
the FINDconnect platform into a
clinical setting.—Claudia Briones,
La Clinica de la Raza
FINDconnect in La Clínica’s pediatric clinics
has been a small, but noteworthy, opportunity
for systems change within La Clínica.”
Residents are more likely to share information
with a champion—a trusted messenger in
the community—that they might not have
been comfortable sharing with a clinician or
provider. Furthermore, due to the pandemic,
FINDconnect has become an even more
important asset for providers, as it connects
residents to much-needed resources (e.g.,
housing and food access). With this data,
providers get a more holistic SDOH-informed
understanding of the patient’s immediate
home and community environment, and
how it impacts their physical, mental, and
behavioral health. While this tool is promising,

Data has also played a role in another big
win for the community in the form of a
lead settlement case. Larry Brooks shared
the Race and Equity Impact Analysis that
critically evaluates the existing system
for addressing lead paint hazards and
assesses the disproportionate burdens
placed on marginalized communities in
Oakland, including people of color and
vulnerable communities.10 There was
mutual agreement on the data pertaining
to Havenscourt being a high priority with
regard to health and housing issues.
Oakland will look at having a proactive
rental inspection program to help address
these issues.

This was done using a variety of data sources, including some from the Alameda County’s Healthy Homes Department Child Lead Poisoning Prevention Program, Public Health Department, and
Community Development Agency.
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POLICY CHANGES
There have also been positive changes
at the policy level; Healthy Havenscourt
Collaborative has been able to use the
BUILD work to advocate for key changes. In
late 2021, the Healthy Housing Champions
had their first meeting with an Oakland
City Councilmember, Carol Fife. The
purpose of the meeting was to introduce
HHC and the champions and share their
concerns, including reintroducing the
ask for the city to adopt a proactive
rental inspection (PRI) program. It was a
successful meeting; Councilmember Fife
is a proponent of PRI. As a next step,
she suggested HHC reach out to a local
housing rights organizing group, Alliance of
California Community Empowerment Action
(ACCE), to explore ways in which HHC and
ACCE can potentially work together to
advance a PRI advocacy campaign, as well
as other tenant rights issues.
There is still more work to do in this area.
While the Healthy Housing Champions
have been successful in reaching one city
councilmember, the team has not heard
back from three other councilmembers
they contacted. As such, RAMP continues to
support the champions to navigate the lack
of responsiveness by researching additional
contact information and alternative outreach
strategies. RAMP also shared a new resource
with the champions that outlines California’s
11

new rules for how tenants can get support
to pay rent debt. Slowly but surely, HHC is
making traction in healthy housing advocacy
by cultivating a champion within Oakland
City Council and initiating a partnership with
a local housing justice group to build HHC’s
advocacy capacity.

Healthy Housing Champions are
playing a key role in convincing
elected officials to enact policies
to improve the health and housing
of Havenscourt residents.—Larry
Brooks, Alameda County Healthy
Homes Department
Policy changes are needed, because even
when residents are empowered to reach out
to landlords, their requests are often met
with silence. For example, raising complaints
of “mold” may not get a response, simply
due to legal definitions built into the code.
Recent updates have meant that mold
is considered a code violation, however.
The team at Alameda County’s Healthy
Homes Department said because there are
so many types of mold, code enforcement
may not respond right away, but describing
“dampness” or “moisture intrusion” could
get a quicker response.11 Guadalupe Muñoz
has been fighting for better housing ever
since she heard her daughter wheeze as an
infant. She filed three complaints to the City

of Oakland’s code enforcement office about
the mold in the bedroom she shares with
her asthmatic daughter, Carla, according to
records reviewed by The Oaklandside. Muñoz
estimates she reached out to her landlord
more than 20 times about habitability
concerns. Eventually her landlord replaced
the carpets, which made Carla’s asthma a
little bit better, but there are still problems
with rats on the patio and mold in her
bedroom. The Muñoz family’s situation is
one of several cases where despite raising
complaints at an individual level, further
policy action is needed to truly change the
code enforcement system.

THE FUTURE
Because the collaborative infrastructure was
strong, Healthy Havenscourt Collaborative
partners were able to quickly adapt and
mobilize resources to the community
during the pandemic. In 2021, HHC played
an active role in advocating for Alameda
County to use a place- and race-based
equity lens in its distribution strategy for
$324 million of American Recovery Plan
(ARP) Funds. As the county prepares to
disburse the ARP funds, HHC will be seeking
support to continue the BUILD collaboration
and develop and implement a grassroots
community health worker program that
supports East Oakland residents with COVID
recovery needs over the next three years.

https://oaklandside.org/2021/08/27/children-oakland-asthma-air-quality-mold-pests-code-enforcement-healthy-homes-tenants/
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The Build Health Challenge® is contributing
to the creation of a new norm in the U.S.—
one that puts multi-sector, community-driven
partnerships at the center of health in order to
reduce health disparities caused by systemic
or social inequity.
BUILD is a national program designed to support partnerships between
community-based organizations, health departments, hospitals/health
systems, health plans, and residents that are working to address important
health issues in their community. Each community collaborative addresses
root causes of chronic disease (also commonly referred to as the social
determinants of health) in their local area by moving resources, attention,
and action upstream. To date, BUILD has supported 55 projects across
the U.S. over the course of three award cycles.
To learn more about BUILD, visit buildhealthchallenge.org.

First cohort site
Second cohort site
Third cohort site

BUILD's third cohort (2019—2022) was
made possible with generous support from:
• BlueCross® BlueShield® of South Carolina
Foundation (An independent licensee of
the Blue Cross Blue Shield Association)
• Blue Cross and Blue Shield of North
Carolina Foundation
• Blue Shield of California Foundation
• Communities Foundation of Texas
• The de Beaumont Foundation
• The Episcopal Health Foundation
• The Kresge Foundation
• Methodist Healthcare Ministries of
South Texas, Inc.
• New Jersey Health Initiatives
• The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation
• The W.K. Kellogg Foundation

